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patient while I try to answer your question, as my response will
be brief for now, as I want to properly form my thoughts. 3.

One: Color is a property that affects us in a very specific way. It
allows us to make complex mental representations that

reference the external world. No two colors are the same, but
we all look for patterns in the world around us, whether that be

the way the clouds change color from day to day, or animals
that change color over time (a healthy frog will take on a

beautiful golden yellow color over the summer). We can see
patterns in everything we look at, whether it be the motion of a
ball or the patterns on the surface of the eye. So, when we see
that a lion is hot, we take a complex mental representation of

the environment to observe that the lion is hot. We could easily
imagine that to be colder. If we were to show you a video of a
lion as it is cooling off, you would easily observe the transition
of the color. This mental representation can be an incredibly

useful tool in the world. Not only do we see patterns in almost
everything we look at, but we can also use the images we see
to work with other tools. We can look at a globe to find out the
seasons, or we could say that a lion is hot and take it to mean

that it's no longer hungry. I hope that is enough to get you
going on your own thoughts about color. Ask if you need me to

say more, or post a comment below. 0.14
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